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PORTUGAL‘ S CLEAN EXIT BOOSTS EUROPEAN REFORMERS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

As we had expected for a while, Portugal will not request any further Eurozone or IMF financial assistance after its 

€78bn bail-out ends on 17 May.  According to media reports, Prime Minister Passos Coelho will make the official an-

nouncement on the weekend or on Monday, before the meeting of Eurozone finance ministers. After Ireland and Spain late 

last year, Portugal thus becomes the third country to exit the Eurozone’s support mechanisms. Since 2011, Portugal’s cen-

tre-right government has implemented far-reaching labour and product market reforms, successfully privatised government 

owned companies and completed nearly two-thirds of the fiscal adjustment necessary by 2020 to hit the Maastricht debt 

criterion of 60% of GDP by 2030. It adhered strictly to the reform plan drawn up together with the troika of EU, IMF and 

ECB, despite occasional setbacks when the constitutional court shielded public sector workers from cuts. Thanks to the 

ECB finally stepping up to end the market panic over a possible euro break-up in 2012, Portugal’s huge progress has finally 

been appreciated by markets.  

 

A government that can borrow in financial markets for 10 years for 3.6% should not need financial support. Even 

though the debt ratio is extremely high at 129% of GDP and inflation around zero, the combination of output growth 

around 2% and a structural primary fiscal surplus of 1.5-2% are enough to stabilise the debt ratio. Further fiscal improve-

ments and a gradual normalisation of price dynamics over time will bring down debt levels and make the financial situation 

more resilient to financial shocks from 2015 onwards. Running a current account surplus for the first time since 1993, Por-

tugal is also gradually reducing its enormous external debts. And if external turbulences endanger the process, a reform-

minded Portugal could always return under the European support umbrella, thanks to the trust it has built in Brussels, 

Washington and Berlin. 

 

The clean bail-out exit can boost economic and investor confidence in Portugal further. Rating agencies may react positively 

and lift Portugal’s credit rating back towards investment grade in the near future. Most importantly though, the success-

ful completion of the programme is a political success for Europe’s reformers. It does show that the euro crisis is 

virtually over. Together with the improving economy, it should boost the chances of reform-minded politicians with voters, 

especially in 2015, when key countries like Portugal and Spain face general elections. 
 


